WorldCat Discovery – Videos

https://mcgill.on.worldcat.org/

WorldCat Discovery is McGill Library’s catalogue. In it, you will find materials in the Library collection in all different formats, including videos that can be viewed online or borrowed from one of the branch libraries.

Search WorldCat Discovery using title or key words to find out if videos are available. Look for Format in the left-hand menu on the search results page.
If videos are not listed in the top 6 formats shown, select **Show More**.

**Show More** will offer every format type for which there are items in the catalogue that match your search criteria. **Video** will only be there as a filter option under formats if there are indeed videos in the collection that contain your search terms.
When **Video** is selected, the results page will include all video types (468 records in this example). There are 5 subcategories of videos: **eVideo**, **DVD Video**, **VHS Video**, **Bluray Video**, and **Film**.

If you are looking for videos to watch online, select the box next to **eVideo**.
When you have chosen a video to watch from the catalogue, click on the ‘View now’ button in the record.

It will ask for your McGill email address and password when off-campus.
DVD videos can often be found on the shelves in the Reserves and A/V Room of the Humanities and Social Sciences Library. This room is to the left of the Library Services Desk. If you are unsure of a location of an item in the library, there is a Locate link that brings up a map, highlighting where it can be found.

MCLL members have the same borrowing privileges as McGill undergraduate students. Up to 20 audio/video materials can be borrowed at the same time, for a period of 6 weeks. They are subject to recall, so only the first two weeks of borrowing is guaranteed.

For the most up-to-date borrowing information, visit: www.mcgill.ca/library/services/borrowing/undergrads.